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Introduction to charmonium spectroscopy    

Costituent Quark Model & Quark-potential models 

Conventional charmonium 

Charmonium production processes 

Exotic charmonium 
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Mesons, Barions and beyond ? - I   

  

When	  the	  quark	  model	  was	  first	  postulated	  in	  the	  1960s	  it	  was	  to	  organize	  the	  states	  then	  
known	  to	  be	  in	  existence	  in	  a	  meaningful	  way.	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  
	  
As	  Quantum	  Chromodynamics	  (QCD)	  developed	  over	  the	  next	  decade,	  it	  became	  apparent	  
that	  there	  was	  no	  fundamental	  reason	  why	  only	  3-‐quark	  and	  quark-‐anKquark	  combinaKons	  
should	  exist.	  	  
In	  addiKon	  it	  seemed	  that	  gluons,	  the	  force	  carrying	  parKcles	  of	  the	  strong	  interacKon,	  
should	  also	  form	  bound	  states	  by	  themselves	  (glueballs)	  and	  with	  quarks	  (hybrid	  hadrons).	  	  
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Mesons, Barions and beyond ? - II   
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Mesons, Barions and beyond ? - III   

  
ExoKc	  hadrons	  are	  subatomic	  parKcles	  made	  of	  quarks	  (and	  possibly	  gluons),	  but	  which	  do	  
not	  fit	  into	  the	  usual	  scheme	  of	  hadrons;	  they	  were	  proposed	  iniKally	  by	  Jaffe.	  	  
	  
ExoKc	  hadrons	  do	  not	  have	  the	  same	  quark	  content	  as	  ordinary	  hadrons:	  exoKc	  baryons	  
have	  more	  than	  just	  the	  three	  quarks	  of	  ordinary	  baryons	  and	  exoKc	  mesons	  do	  not	  have	  
one	  quark	  and	  one	  anKquark	  like	  ordinary	  mesons.	  	  
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Charmonium - I  
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Charmonium - II  
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This model can include relativistic corrections 
corresponding to spin-spin, spin-orbit interactions. 
Spin-dependent interaction at work in the splitting into multiplets. 

Natural spin-parity for quarkonium: 0-+,1--,1+-,0++,1++,2++,… 
[forbidden are: 0--,1-+,2+-,…] 
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Charmonium - III  

Charmonium states below the open charm thresholds : 
 
- should be narrow resonances slowly decaying into - non-charmed mesons or             
                                                                                      - lepton pairs 
  (through a mechanism that implies the annihilation of a       pair) 

  

Charmonium states above the open charm thresholds : 
 
- should be large resonances rapidly decaying into charmed mesons pairs 
  (through a mechanism that implies the creation of a light quark-antiquark pair) 

Charmonium spectrum and properties  
are well understood up to the  
(i.e. about the        threshold) 

Later discoveries [                          ] 
agree with predictions of the  
quark-potential models  
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Conventional Charmonium - I  

The experimental  spectrum below the open-charm threshold,  
consisting in the states                                                                                   , 
can be perfectly identified with the spectroscopic levels predicted by the 
quark-potential models. 
 
The completion of the 2S and 1P multiplets has been reached quite recently: 
 
-            by CLEO, Belle, BaBar in 2002 
 
-            by CLEO, BES-II in 2004 

(see next slide) 
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Conventional Charmonium - II  

Quark potential model successful below      threshold: 
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Charmonium production processes - I  

Various processes to produce charmonium(-like) particles @ B-factories :  

Two-body B decays : B→ (cc)K

In factorization limit: 
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γ *
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only observed so far 

B-factories have run for most of their life on (and off) the Y(4S) resonance; 
at the end of their life they took data @ Y(3S), Y(5S) and in scanning mode.    
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Charmonium production processes - II  

Two main production processes @ Hadron Machines (LHC, Tevatron) : 
1)   Prompt (inclusive):                           
2)   b-jets (exclusive B-decays):   

pp(pp)→ (cc )+ X

B→ (cc )+ X

BEPC is an easily tunable        machine operating at lower energies than  
B-factories and running @ specific charmonium resonances and nearby. 
Initially started as Charmonium factory and lately has even become an  
Y(4260) factory (the first exotic resonance factory!)  
[but also @ Y(4360), ψ(3770)] 

e+e−
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Exotic Charmonium - I  

In the last 12 years about 30 states have been observed while decaying to  
conventional charmonium in spite of being above the open-charm threshold. 
 
They are inconsistent with expected charmonium spectrum:  
 
      mass values do not fit the levels calculated by quark-potential models 
      (even if threshold effect might deform the spectrum) 
  
      widths surprisingly narrow 
 
      many experimental decay rates do not agree with those expected 

After the X(3872) observation in 2003, many unexpected states observed either  
at B-factories and/or at Hadron-machines: 
 
- 3 states of equal mass that differ for quantum numbers: X(3940),Y(3940), Z(3940) 
- 2 states with C-parity = +1 : Y(4140) and X(4350) 
- a family of vector states (Y states with JPC=1--): Y(4260), Y(4350), Y(4660)/Y(4630) 
- a set of charged states: Z(4430)+, Z1(4050)+, Z2(4250)+, and in 2013 the Z(3900)+ 

Few of these states subsequently adopted into exististing      scheme,  
but the great majority of them still remain a mistery  
(for many of them … quantum numbers are not experimentally established). 

cc
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XYZ charmonium-like mesons … at a glance - I  

Figure  
borrowed  
by S.L.Olsen 
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XYZ charmonium-like mesons … at a glance - II  

Charmonium spectrum &  
charmonium-like states : 
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XYZ charmonium-like mesons … at a glance - III  

Neutral 

Charged 
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from Brateen et al., PRD 90 (2014) 014044 
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Exotic Charmonium - III  

  

(see next slide) 

To identify the exotics: 
- measure JPC that is forbidden for charmonium 
- observe a narrow width above       threshold 
- observe      -like states with charged and/or strangeness 
 
To further explore them: 
- reconstruct as many decay modes as possible (radiative, …)  
   for these states 
- measure BF ratios 

cc

cc
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Exotic Charmonium - IV  

To	  explain	  their	  nature	  ...	  	  alterna've	  models	  have	  been	  introduced:	  

Hybrids :  
bound states of quarks and gluons  
(i.e. charmonium + excited gluons) 

Hadron molecules :  
weakly bound states formed  
by 2 (or more) hadrons 

Tetraquarks :  
bound states made of a diquark-
antidiquark pair (charged and 
doubly charged states foreseen) 

Hadro-charmonium :  
binding a compact charmonium  
state inside an excited state of  
light hadronic matter (QCD analog  
of the Van der Waals force)  

Non-resonant kinematic effect (in proximity to thresholds) - CUSP 

from Brateen et al., PRD 90 (2014) 014044 
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4-quarks systems  

Z(4430)+ ccud

Y(3872) 

Z(3900)+ 

ccssY(4140) 

Zb(10610)+ 

Zb(10650)+ bbud

ccuu

So far we have discussed how … many of these states have a minimal quark content 
of 4 quark, and regardless  the way they are organized and interacting [compact  
system or molecular system? if compact: diquark-antidiquark or quark-antiquark 
pairs?] they can be considered 4-valence quarks bound systems. For istance:   
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Part – 1 : 4-quarks systems   

 a) Charmonium-like exotics (1.neutral, 2. charged) 

 b) Bottomonium-like exotics   
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Part – 1 / 4-quarks systems :  
a1) Neutral charmonium-like exotics  
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X(3872)   
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Discovery of X(3872) 

First exotic state discovered (2003) by       [1]  in                                                decays: 

[3] CDF, PRL 93, 072001 (2004) 
[4] D0, PRL 93, 162002 (2004) 

B→ KX(3872)→ K(J ψ  π +π −
)

Quickly confirmed by        [3],          [4] 

with inclusive       collisions (and, later, by      [2]):  

B
±
→ K

±
X(3872)

pp

Sabato Leo 
University and INFN Pisa 

 

 

 

 

On behalf of the 

CDF Collaboration 

IFAE 2012‐Ferrara, Italy 

 April 11th 2012 

 

CDF measurement of CP violating mixing 

phase in the !"
#
→   J/ψ φ decays 

B
0
→ K

S

0
X(3872)

pp→ X(3872)+other

pp→ψ(2S)+other

X(3872) sits on          threshold 
 and is narrow: 

Γ
J ψππ < 2.3MeV@ 90% C.L.

D
0
D
*0

[1] Belle, PRL 91, 262001 (2003) 
[2] BaBar, PRD 71, 071103 (2005) 

Mainly prompt production  
(only ~16% from B’s) 

B→ Kψ(2S)→ K(J ψ  π +π −
)

control signal 

B B
+
→ K

+
X( )×B X→ J ψπ +π −( ) ≈ 8.5 ⋅10−6
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Rediscovery of X(3872) 

And recently “rediscovered” @ LHC (        (2012)[5],       (2013)[6]): 

[5] LHCb, EPJ 72, 1972 

ψ(2S) control signal 

 opposite sign 

~560 candidates 

L
int
≅ 34.7pb

−1

[6] CMS, JHEP 04 154  

 same sign pions 

After 12 years …  
…its nature still unkown : Tetraquark?  
                                           Conventional charmonium? 
                                           Molecule?  
                                                                  
Anyway a lot of information has been derived experimentally in 12 years, 
with the most recent (2013) result being the LHCb determination of JPC. 
 
There are 3 main directions to undercover its nature: 
1)   Mass measurement 
2)   Cross section measurement 
3)   Decays’ analysis (JPC) 
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X(3872) mass measurement - I  

    (2006)[1] &      (2008)[2]  

observed the decay   
 
 
and their mass measurements 
are very consistent but 
above the mass measured in  
the             decay mode.  
 
    (2008): width 

X(3872)→D
0
D
*0
→D

0
(D

0π 0
)

~ 3MeV c
2

J ψπ +π −

This shift faded out more recently with  
latest       ’s measurement (2010)[3],  
discarding the idea that there could be  
2 different states with two different  
decay modes [X(3872) & X(3875)]. 

Γ
D
0
D
0* = (3.0−1.4

+1.9
± 0.9)MeV

[1] Belle, PRL 97, 162002 (2006) 

The          is the favourite over              
by almost 1 order of magnitude: 

D
0
D
*0

J ψπ +π − B X(3872)→D
0
D

*0( )
B X(3872)→ J ψ  π +π −( )

Belle−BaBar

≈16.7± 5.8

[2] BaBar, PRD 77, 011102(R) (2008) 
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X(3872) mass measurement - II  

In molecular state hypothesis (loosely bound          )  
the mass should be below the mass of the           threshold. 

D
0
D
*0

D
0
D
*0

Mass average with inclusive                 final state is dominated  
by the         [3] most precise single measurement : 
 
 
 
 
Recent         result [5] is less precise: 
(by 2010 data; the update should be better with 2011 data). 
 
 
With this result new average is:           

J ψπ +π −Sabato Leo 
University and INFN Pisa 

 

 

 

 

On behalf of the 

CDF Collaboration 

IFAE 2012‐Ferrara, Italy 

 April 11th 2012 

 

CDF measurement of CP violating mixing 

phase in the !"
#
→   J/ψ φ decays 

3871.61± 0.16± 0.19MeV

3871.95± 0.48± 0.12MeV

3871.66± 0.18MeV

[1] D0, PRL 93, 162002 (2004) 
[2] BaBar, PRD77,111101 (2008) 
[3] CDF, PRL 103, 152001 (2009) 
[4] Belle, PRD 84, 052004 (2011) 
[5] LHCb, EPJ C72, 1972 (2012) 

[2]B+ 

[1] 
[2]B0 

[4] 

m(D
0
)+m(D

*0
)

Precise mass measurement would tell us what fraction of X 
lineshape (determined by          ) would lie below/above            
threshold;  

Ebinding
X (3872)

D
0
D
*0

Ebinding
X (3872) ≅m(D0D*0 )−m(X) = 2m(D0 )+Δm(D*0 −D0 )−m(X)

Sabato Leo 
University and INFN Pisa 

 

 

 

 

On behalf of the 

CDF Collaboration 

IFAE 2012‐Ferrara, Italy 

 April 11th 2012 

 

CDF measurement of CP violating mixing 

phase in the !"
#
→   J/ψ φ decays 
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X(3872) mass measurement - III  

m
X→J ψππ = (3871.66± 0.18)MeV vs   m(D0

)+m(D
*0
) ≅ 3871.94± 0.33MeV c

2 (PDG2008)   

                          [ below threshold ]   Δm
thr
≅ (−0.42± 0.18± 0.33)MeV

±0.39

Precise mass measurement of X(3872) and D0 needed 

This limit doesn’t foreclose the possibility for the X(3872) to be above threshold: 
relevant fraction of X lineshape will lie above.   

Ebinding

X (3872)
≅m(D

0
D
*0
)−m(X) = 2m(D

0
)+Δm(D

*0
−D

0
)−m(X) = (0.16± 0.32)MeV

Molecular model still possible 
   [but very loosely bound molecule !]   

This limits the hypothetical binding energy to                      . 
Using PDG2012 averages (and high precision on Δm exp. estimation):    

Ebinding

X (3872)
<1MeV  

Recent       m(D0) result[1] provided new PDG average &  

[1] LHCb, JHEP 06,  
            065 (2013) 

Ebinding

X (3872)
= (0.09± 0.28)MeV

This vanishingly small binding energy (~100keV) leads to a radius of ~14fm  
                                                                                         (3 times as large as the deuteron)  
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X(3872) production @LHC  

DifferenKal	  xsecKon	  for	  prompt	  prod.	  
measured	  using	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  decays	  and	  
assuming	  unpolarized	  X(3872)	  with	  	  
JPC=1++	  (later	  confirmed	  by	  LHCb)	  

J ψ  π +π −

Measurements	  of	  the	  prompt	  producKon	  rate	  at	  the	  LHC	  as	  a	  funcKon	  of	  pT	  	  
provides	  a	  test	  of	  the	  NRQCD	  factorizaKon	  approach	  to	  X(3872)	  producKon;	  
CMS	  does	  @	  central	  rapidiKes,	  kinemaKc	  region	  complementary	  to	  that	  of	  LHCb	  
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X(3872) production @LHC  

DifferenKal	  xsecKon	  for	  prompt	  prod.	  
measured	  using	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  decays	  and	  
assuming	  unpolarized	  X(3872)	  with	  	  
JPC=1++	  (later	  confirmed	  by	  LHCb)	  

PredicKons	  by	  Artoisenet	  &	  Brateen	  	  
[PRD	  81,(2010),114018]	  with	  calculaKons	  	  
normalized	  using	  Tevatron	  results,	  
modified	  by	  the	  authors	  to	  match	  the	  
phase-‐space	  of	  the	  CMS	  measurement	  

NRQCD	  predicKons	  rather	  exceed	  	  
the	  measured	  value,	  while	  pT	  	  
dependence	  is	  reasonably	  described	  

IntegraKng	  over	  pT	  (10-‐30GeV)	  [and	  |y|<1.2]	  get	  the	  
integrated	  cross	  secKon	  Kmes	  the	  branching	  fracKon:	  	  
σ X (3872)

prompt ×B X(3872)→ J ψ  π +π −( ) ≅ (1.06± 0.11± 0.15)nb

difference >3σ  Comparing	  vs	  NRQCD	  predicKon	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  :	  
[LHCb	  gets	  a	  difference	  ~2.4σ in	  its	  kinemaKc	  region]	  

≅ (4.01± 0.88)nb

J ψ  π +π −

Measurements	  of	  the	  prompt	  producKon	  rate	  at	  the	  LHC	  as	  a	  funcKon	  of	  pT	  	  
provides	  a	  test	  of	  the	  NRQCD	  factorizaKon	  approach	  to	  X(3872)	  producKon;	  
CMS	  does	  @	  central	  rapidiKes,	  kinemaKc	  region	  complementary	  to	  that	  of	  LHCb	  

[JHEP	  1304	  (2013)	  154] 
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X(3872) production @LHC  

DifferenKal	  xsecKon	  for	  prompt	  prod.	  
measured	  using	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  decays	  and	  
assuming	  unpolarized	  X(3872)	  with	  	  
JPC=1++	  (later	  confirmed	  by	  LHCb)	  

PredicKons	  by	  Artoisenet	  &	  Brateen	  	  
[PRD	  81,(2010),114018]	  with	  calculaKons	  	  
normalized	  using	  Tevatron	  results,	  
modified	  by	  the	  authors	  to	  match	  the	  
phase-‐space	  of	  the	  CMS	  measurement	  

NRQCD	  predicKons	  rather	  exceed	  	  
the	  measured	  value,	  while	  pT	  	  
dependence	  is	  reasonably	  described	  

IntegraKng	  over	  pT	  (10-‐30GeV)	  [and	  |y|<1.2]	  get	  the	  
integrated	  cross	  secKon	  Kmes	  the	  branching	  fracKon:	  	  
σ X (3872)

prompt ×B X(3872)→ J ψ  π +π −( ) ≅ (1.06± 0.11± 0.15)nb

difference >3σ  Comparing	  vs	  NRQCD	  predicKon	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  :	  
[LHCb	  gets	  a	  difference	  ~2.4σ in	  its	  kinemaKc	  region]	  

≅ (4.01± 0.88)nb

J ψ  π +π −

Further	  results:	  

Non-‐prompt	  fracKon	  (	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  )	  independent	  on	  pT	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

Total	  xsecKon	  largely	  dominated	  by	  prompt	  producKon	  (~75%)	  

Dipion	  invariant	  mass	  consistent	  with	  intermediate	  ρ	


≅ 0.263± 0.028

[JHEP	  1304	  (2013)	  154] 

Measurements	  of	  the	  prompt	  producKon	  rate	  at	  the	  LHC	  as	  a	  funcKon	  of	  pT	  	  
provides	  a	  test	  of	  the	  NRQCD	  factorizaKon	  approach	  to	  X(3872)	  producKon;	  
CMS	  does	  @	  central	  rapidiKes,	  kinemaKc	  region	  complementary	  to	  that	  of	  LHCb	  
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X(3872) decays & JPC  - I  

molecular state is compatible with                      J
PC
= 0

−+
,  1

++

Experimental determination of quantum numbers is crucial !    

Possible hypotheses for the nature of X(3872):    

Close proximity to           threshold   loosely bound molecular state 
mass value is crucial but not enough experimental sensitivity so far 

            would make impossible a pure           molecule that  
would have a P-wave between the              mesons. 
J PC = 2−+ D

0
D
*0

D0 &D*0

D
0
D
*0
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X(3872) decays & JPC  - I  

molecular state is compatible with                      J
PC
= 0

−+
,  1

++

Experimental determination of quantum numbers is crucial !    

Possible hypotheses for the nature of X(3872):    

Close proximity to           threshold   loosely bound molecular state 

tetraquark    

      (2005) searched, with no result, for a charged partner state 
                                     suggested by the 4-quark interpretation; 
no charged equivalent (D+D*0) observed! 
 

X
+
→ J ψ  ρ+

→J ψ  (π + π 0
)

mass value is crucial but not enough experimental sensitivity so far 

favoured JPC assignement would be   J PC =1++

            would make impossible a pure           molecule that  
would have a P-wave between the              mesons. 
J PC = 2−+ D

0
D
*0

D0 &D*0

D
0
D
*0
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X(3872) decays & JPC  - I  

molecular state is compatible with                      J
PC
= 0

−+
,  1

++

Experimental determination of quantum numbers is crucial !    

Possible hypotheses for the nature of X(3872):    

Close proximity to           threshold   loosely bound molecular state 

tetraquark    

      (2005) searched, with no result, for a charged partner state 
                                     suggested by the 4-quark interpretation; 
no charged equivalent (D+D*0) observed! 
 

X
+
→ J ψ  ρ+

→J ψ  (π + π 0
)

mass value is crucial but not enough experimental sensitivity so far 

conventional charmonium : assignements would be              or     η
c2
1
1
D
2( )χ

c1
2
3
P
1( )

JPC would be respectively   J PC =1
++

,  2
−+

favoured JPC assignement would be   J PC =1++

somehow ruled out by the fact that  
should be a pure isoscalar state;  
X(3872) shows an equal amount  
of isospin components (I=0 & I=1):   

€ 

  B(X → J /ψ π +π−π 0
)

B(X → J /ψ π +π−
)

=1.0 ± 0.4 ± 0.3

maximally violates isospin    cc→ ρ J ψ

            would make impossible a pure           molecule that  
would have a P-wave between the              mesons. 
J PC = 2−+ D

0
D
*0

D0 &D*0

D
0
D
*0

taking into account  kinematical suppression  
it is still strong ~25% [Suzuki], while usual sizes  
of isospin symmetry breaking is at most a few % 

ρ0
ω 0
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X(3872) decays & JPC  - II  

Indeed… di-pion mass spectrum consistent with an intermediate                                ρ0 → π +π −

     2005  

     2007  

Sabato Leo 
University and INFN Pisa 

 

 

 

 

On behalf of the 

CDF Collaboration 

IFAE 2012‐Ferrara, Italy 

 April 11th 2012 

 

CDF measurement of CP violating mixing 

phase in the !"
#
→   J/ψ φ decays 

X(3872)→ J ψ  γ

X(3872)→ ′ψ  γ  not seen (U.L.)

C
X
= +1   2011  

X(3872)→ ′ψ  γ  seen

consistent with a  

for  X→ J ψ  ππ : Cππ = (−1)
L+S

= −1⇒

                             ⇒ S = 0→ odd L(=1,3,...)[ ]

   2009  

   2009  

   2009  ρ0 (1−− )→ π +π −

      2012  

This has been observed by many experiments:                       

C-parity is positive !    

   2009  

   2008  

unexplainable assuming it is the conventional charmonium state 11D2(2-+)   
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X(3872) decays & JPC  - III  

     [2](2010) suggested 2-+ to explain the newly ob- 
served decay mode via        (~equal rate with         ): 
               system in P-wave & 
 
2-+ favoured (CL~62%), 1++ not ruled out (CL~7%)  
 
This was obtained extending the previous analysis of the 
observation of Y(3940) in                                   decays.            

L =1→ P = −1
J ψω J ψ ρ0

J ψ (πππ 0
)

B
0+
→ J ψ  π +π −π 0

K
0+

B
+
→ J ψ  ωK +

B
0
→ J ψ  ωK 0

J
P
=1

+
,  2

−

Sabato Leo 
University and INFN Pisa 

 

 

 

 

On behalf of the 

CDF Collaboration 

IFAE 2012‐Ferrara, Italy 

 April 11th 2012 

 

CDF measurement of CP violating mixing 

phase in the !"
#
→   J/ψ φ decays 

J ψ ρ0
Detailed angular analysis [     [1](2007); method of helicity amplitudes] 
definitely favours               assignments both decaying via            
(they favour the vector di-pion, in S-wave or P-wave with the      ). 
 
      [3](2011) wasn’t able to discriminate between 1++ & 2-+   

J ψ

     searched unsuccessfully for X(3872) in γγ fusion: 
      it would have implied J=2 (because J even).   

Unambiguous experimental discrimination between 1++ & 2-+ (being only 
 1++ the “exotic” option) crucial; it has been provided by LHCb in 2013/5 ! 

[1] CDF, PRL 98, 132002 (2007) 
[2] BaBar, PRD 82, 011101 (2010) 
[3] Belle, PRD 84, 052004 (2011) 
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X(3872) : JPC  by Full Amplitude Analysis - I  

Linear Bkg  

       made a sophisticated angular analysis of the whole B+ decay chain  
in order to unambiguously determine the quantum numbers to be JPC=1++ 

B
+
→ X(3872) K

+

           → J ψ  π +π −

Sym.-CB Signal  

B
+
→ X(3872)K

+B
+
→ψ(2S)K +

N
sig
= 313± 26N

sig
= 5642± 76

68% signal purity 
in             region 
  

±2.5 ⋅σ Δm

σ Δm ≅ (5.5± 0.5)MeV[ ]

σ Δm ≅ (3.99± 0.05)MeV[ ]

L
int
≅1 fb

−1
(2011) @ s = 7TeV

The full angular analysis of the whole B+ decay chain is performed in 5D considering 
all angular correlations [see next slide for the definition of 6 angles]. 
CDF analysis was 3D [X(3872) reconstructed inclusively] 
 
The angular correlations carry information about the JPC of the X(3872).  
 
Compared with previous analysis, the measurement benefits from larger statistics. 

ψ(2S) control signal 

[PRL 110 (2013) 222001 ]  
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X(3872) : JPC  by Full Amplitude Analysis - II  

Definition of 6 angular 
variables (5 independent):  

Ω≡ (cosϑ
X
, cosϑππ , cosϑ J ψ,ΔφX,ππ ,ΔφX,J ψ )

Define PDF in 5D angular space :  P Ω | J
X( )∝ Μ Ω | J

X( )
2

⋅ε(Ω)
decay matrix element  

5D angular efficiency   

Angular correlations obtained [PRL 98, 132002 (2007)] using the helicity formalism :  

λµ,λJ ψ,λππ :  particles’ helicities ;    Dλ1,λ2

J :  Wigner functions ;   

:  helicity couplings (in terms of LS couplings, BLS);   

Μ Ω | J
X( )

2

= Aλ
J ψ ,λππ

⋅D
0,λ

J ψ−λππ

J
X φ

X
,ϑ

X
,−φ

X( ) ⋅Dλππ ,0

1 φππ ,ϑππ ,−φππ( ) ⋅
λ
J ψ ,λππ =−1,0,+1

∑ Dλ
J ψ ,Δλµ

1 φ
J ψ,ϑ J ψ,−φJ ψ( )

Δλµ=−1,+1

∑
2

with…  

AλJ ψ ,λππ

3 helicity angles 3 angles between decay planes 

Note: CDF analysis was 3D [X(3872) reco. inclusively: prompt prod. àunknown polarization] 
           and the 3 angles were: 

5D angular space : 

ϑ
J ψ,ϑππ ,ΔφJ ψ,ππ = φJ ψ −φππ

Energy release is small à  
 lowest L dominates:  

L ≡ L(J ψ ,ππ ) ,  S = S
J ψ + Sππ

se J =1: L
min
= 0 ⇒  S =1

se J = 2 : L
min
=1⇒  S =1, 2

à 0 free parameters   
à 1 complex free parameter:   
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X(3872) : JPC  by Full Amplitude Analysis - III  

Discriminant construction (with background subtraction by sPlot technique) :  

t = 2 ln
L(2

−+
)

L(1
++
)









= −2sw w

i

P(Ω
i
| 2

−+
,α

max
)

P(Ω
i
|1

++
)

i=1

N

∑ α
max

 maximizes L(2
−+

)Likelihood ratio test :  

sWeights  
By definiton :  t>0 implies 1++ favoured 

t<0 implies 2-+ favoured  

t
data

≅ 99

Compare results to simulated experiments  
for both hypotheses : 

observed  
1++ favoured over 2-+  @ 8.4σ  

1++ p-value  
is high (34%)  

This favours an exotic interpretation 

Additional test 

Importance of angular correlations !  
cosϑ

X

Separation 
increases !  

χ
c1
2
3
P
1( )1++ consistent with molecule, 4-quark, mixture molecule-               
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LHCb presented @ MoriondQCD-2015 [1] a re-  
analysis of the quantum numbers of X(3872)[2]. 
Previous analysis assumed the lowest possible  
orbital angular momentum (L) in the X(3872)  
sub-decay within                                               . 
Significant L>Lmin can a) invalidate the previous 
assignment, b) hint a molecular structure. 

B+ → X(3872)K + → (J /ψ  π +π − )K +

[small Q-value] 

[1] LHCb-PAPER-2015-015 

Data (3fb-1) strongly 
prefer 1++ hypothesis 
(more than a confir-   
  mation: here no     
  assumption about L)! 

D-wave fraction in the 
decay 
for JPC=1++ results to be 
consistent with zero.  

X(3872)→ J /ψ  ρ0

No hints for a large size  
of X(3872) from this  
L-study. 

[2] PRL 110 (2013) 222001 

X(3872) : JPC  by Full Amplitude Analysis - IV  
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X(3872) from radiative decays   

Pure molecular model (still possible with a positive                                                )  
is not supported by recent measurement by       of                     in        

Ebinding
X (3872) ≅m(D0D*0 )−m(X) ≅ (0.09± 0.28MeV )

Prediction for pure           molecule D
0
D
*0

(2011) 
(2009) 

Prediction for pure      state 

Prediction for admixture of       + 

cc

cc

Rψγ

D
0
D
*0

Barnes	  et	  al.(2005),	  	  Li	  et	  al.(2009)	  

X(3872)→ "ψ  γ

Eichten	  et	  al.(2006),	  	  Badalin	  et	  al.(2012)	  

Alternatively to the tetraquark option (        ), the X(3872) may have a significative     
              component [see Karliner&Rosner, PRD91 (2015) 014014]: 

(mixed wave-functions) 

cc  uu
χc1(2

3P
1++
) D0D*0 + cc χc1 2

3P1( )!
"

#
$

Swanson	  et	  al.(2004),	  	  Dong	  et	  al.(2011),	  	  Ferre[	  et	  al.(2014)	  

Peaking BKG (from                      ) 

Combinatorial BKG 

B+ → X(3872)K + → ( "ψ  γ )K +

[NPB 886 (2014) 665]       
B+ → "ψ  K *+
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1-‐-‐	  states & Y(4260)   

Y(4260)   

Y(4360)   
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  The	  1-‐-‐	  family & Y(4260) - I   

DD

New 1--  
states 

CLEO fD consistent with calculations

(4% test of lattice)

CLEO fDs (and Belle & BABAR) higher

than most theoretical expectations

CLEO fDs is ~2.3! above the most recent 

& precise LQCD calculations 

Ds leptonic decay width could be 

modified by new physics example:

Dobrescu and Kronfeld arXiv:0803.0512

Comparison to LQCD

DPF  Jul 30 2009  Charm Semileptonic      Ian Shipsey 17

PRD 79,052001(2009)

PRD 79:052002,2009

The difference between experiment HPQCD+UKQCD could be due to new 

physics, unlikely statistical fluctuations in experiment or lattice calculations or 

systematic  uncertainties which are not  understood in the lattice calculation 

or experiment. BES III  measurements are eagerly awaited.

in ISR processes :

 e+e− → γ
ISR
Y

2007 : e
+
e
−
→ γ

ISR
Y (4008)→ γ

ISR
J ψ  π +π −( )2005 : e

+
e
−
→ γ

ISR
Y (4260)→ γ

ISR
J ψ  π +π −( )

2007 : e
+
e
−
→ γ

ISR
Y (4360)→ γ

ISR
ψ(2S)π +π −( ) 2007 : e

+
e
−
→ γ

ISR
Y (4660)→ γ

ISR
ψ(2S)π +π −( )

Exotic since all the              
          states near 
their masses have 
already been 
assigned! 

1−−cc
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The	  1-‐-‐	  family & Y(4260) - II   
B-factories can investigate a large range of masses for 1-- particles produced in e+e- 
annihilation by looking ISR radiation bringing the center-of-mass energy to the 
particle’s mass. The Y(4260) was discovered by      in 2005, confirmed by     : 

42N. DRENSKA[AB], R. FACCINI[AB], F. PICCININI[C], A. POLOSA[B], F. RENGA[AB], and C. SABELLI[AB]

Figure 14.: Invariant mass distributions of the most significant observations of the states
with C = + and mass above 4 GeV: X(4160) � D⇥+D⇥�, X(4140) � J/⇥⇤, and
X(4350) � DD.

from a resonant state. Fig. 16 shows the di-pion invariant mass spectra published by Belle
for all the regions where new resonances have been observed. Although the subtraction of
the continuum is missing, there is some indication that only the Y (4660) has a well defined

Figure 15.: J/⇥�+�� (left) and ⇥(2S)�+�� (right) invariant mass in ISR production.Discriminantion between conventional/exotic is related to relative  
rates between decays into charmonium and two open charm mesons! 
          (2007) found no evidence of                  decays in ISR events. 
 
These states are hybrid candidates  
(1-- at ~4.2GeV is expected by LatQCD), or 
molecules [                              ] or 4quark. 

Y →D
(*)
D
(*)

[PRL 99 (2007) 182004] 

Y (4008)

Y (4260)
Y (4660)

Y (4360)

m( !ψ ππ )[GeV ]m(J ψππ )[GeV ]

DD
1
(2420) ,  χ

c
ρ  ,  χ

c
ω
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The	  1-‐-‐	  family & Y(4260) - II   
B-factories can investigate a large range of masses for 1-- particles produced in e+e- 
annihilation by looking ISR radiation bringing the center-of-mass energy to the 
particle’s mass. The Y(4260) was discovered by      in 2005, confirmed by     : 

The Y(4660) may be the same state as X(4630)  
[consistent mass & width] found by      (2008)  
in ISR events (eventually a baryonium state?)                      

42N. DRENSKA[AB], R. FACCINI[AB], F. PICCININI[C], A. POLOSA[B], F. RENGA[AB], and C. SABELLI[AB]

Figure 14.: Invariant mass distributions of the most significant observations of the states
with C = + and mass above 4 GeV: X(4160) � D⇥+D⇥�, X(4140) � J/⇥⇤, and
X(4350) � DD.

from a resonant state. Fig. 16 shows the di-pion invariant mass spectra published by Belle
for all the regions where new resonances have been observed. Although the subtraction of
the continuum is missing, there is some indication that only the Y (4660) has a well defined

Figure 15.: J/⇥�+�� (left) and ⇥(2S)�+�� (right) invariant mass in ISR production.Discriminantion between conventional/exotic is related to relative  
rates between decays into charmonium and two open charm mesons! 
          (2007) found no evidence of                  decays in ISR events. 
 
These states are hybrid candidates  
(1-- at ~4.2GeV is expected by LatQCD), or 
molecules [                              ] or 4quark. 

Y →D
(*)
D
(*)

e+e− → γ ISRX(4630)→ γ ISR (ΛcΛc )

[PRL 99 (2007) 182004] 

Y (4008)

Y (4260)
Y (4660)

Y (4360)

m( !ψ ππ )[GeV ]m(J ψππ )[GeV ]

m(Λc
+Λc

− )

Y (4630)

Comb.Bkg 

Threshold 
function 

[PRL 101 (2008) 172001] 

DD
1
(2420) ,  χ

c
ρ  ,  χ

c
ω
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The	  “3940 family”   

Y(4260)   

X(3915)   
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Y(3940)/X(3915) - I 
[ PRL 101 (2008) 082001 ] 

In 2008 the      ‘s  first Y(3940) analysis  
of                   decays confirmed      ‘s 
observation [but at lower mass: X(3915)]:  

B→ J ψω
B+ → J ψωK +

B0 → J ψωKS
0

B0+ →Y (3940)K 0+ → (J ψ  ω)K 0+

Later (2010)     [and   ] observed the state, 

called Y(3915), in γγ fusion (0++, 2++),  
consistent with the parameters of X(3915):              

of the signal MC generation are given below. We confirm
that the experimental mass distributions are consistent with
those of signal MC events.

We find that there are two events in the signal region
with multiple ! candidates, out of 73 events in total; we
choose only one combination in each event, according to
criterion (xi). The fraction is consistent with the 1%–2%
multiple candidate rate expected from the signal MC
sample.

We show the W distribution for the final !! ! !J=c
candidate events in Fig. 3. There is a prominent resonance-
like peak around 3.92 GeV. It is far above the non-!J=c
background contribution, which is estimated from the
events in the ! and J=c mass sidebands (shown as shaded
histograms for comparison); we define eight sideband re-
gions in the plane of Fig. 2(a) with the same dimensions as
the signal region, i.e., each region centered at 3.035, 3.095,
or 3.155 GeV with a width of 0.05 GeV in the M!l"l#$
direction and centered at 0.693, 0.783, and 0.873 GeV with
a width of 0.06 GeV in the M!3"$ direction, and average
the distribution over the eight regions. We modify the W
value of each sideband event plotted in Fig. 3, shifting it by
the difference between the sum of mass coordinates of the
central point of the signal region (3.878 GeV) from that of
the sideband region where the event is found, for compari-
son to the signal-event distribution.

Figure 4(a) shows a scatter plot of the transverse mo-
mentum balance vs W after requirement (xi). A prominent
concentration of events near W % 3:89–3:95 GeV and
jP p&

t j< 0:05 GeV=c is visible; a comparison of the
jP p&

t j projection with signal MC is shown in Fig. 4(b).
Based on these results, and the shape in W (Fig. 3), we
conclude that the concentration of events is due to a
resonance formed in two-photon collisions.

The W distribution for the final candidate events is
fitted by an incoherent sum of resonant and background
components. We adopt an S-wave Breit-Wigner func-
tion with a variable width for the resonant compo-

nent, !2NR="$M2!0=f!W2 #M2$2 "M2!02$g and !0 %
!!p&=p&

0$, where p& is the momentum of the two-body
decay to !J=c , in the rest frame of a parent particle of
massW; p&

0 is the value forW % M [3]. The nominal mass
(M), width (!) and yield parameter (NR) are treated as fit
parameters.
We represent the background component by a quadratic

function of p& that vanishes at the nominal !J=c thresh-
old, Mth % 3:8796 GeV=c2. We also add a constant term,
to represent the high W tail, which, as the sideband study
suggests, is dominated by non-!J=c events. The sum of
the two components has a functional form, f!ap& "
bp&2$ " cg#!W #Mth$, where #!x$ is a unit step function
that is nonzero only for x > 0. The parameters a, b and c
are floated within the constraint that each of the two
background components must be non-negative throughout
the fitting region.
The fit takes into account the W resolution in the mea-

surement, which is approximated by a double-Gaussian
function from the signal MC events (59% of the signal
has a resolution $ of 4.5 MeV, while the remainder has
$ % 16 MeV with the peak position displaced by
#4 MeV). We perform an unbinned maximum likelihood
fit in the region 3:875 GeV<W < 4:2 GeV. The signal
candidates with the smallest W are the two events with W
between 3.879 and 3.880 GeV.
The W dependences of the efficiency and luminosity

function are taken into account in the fitting function. The
efficiency is determined using signal MC events as de-
scribed in detail later. We use the W dependence of the
efficiency for JP % 0" for the nominal fit. Between the
threshold and 3.96 GeV, the W dependence is weak: the
efficiency varies by 10% only, and has a minimum near
W % 3:92 GeV.
The obtained resonance parameters for the mass and the

width are as follows:

M%!3915'3'2$MeV=c2; !%!17'10'3$MeV;

FIG. 3 (color online). TheW distribution of the final candidate
events (dots with error bars). The shaded histogram is the
distribution of non-!J=c backgrounds estimated from the side-
band distributions. The bold solid, thinner solid and dashed
curves are the total, resonance, and background contributions,
respectively, from the standard fit (see the text). The dot-dashed
curve is the fit without a resonance.

FIG. 4. (a) Scatter plot of pt balance vs W for the final
candidate events in which only requirement (xii) is omitted.
(b) The projection onto the pt balance axis for events with W <
3:95 GeV. The dashed histogram is the expectation from signal
MC events, normalized to the number of signal candidates in the
selected region. The pt balance requirement is indicated by the
arrow.

PRL 104, 092001 (2010) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

5 MARCH 2010

092001-4

Fit-w/o 

Fit-with 

[W =m(µµπππ 0
)−m(µµ)+m(J ψ)]

e
+
e
−
→ (e

+
e
−
)(γγ )→ (e

+
e
−
)(J ψ  ω)

PRL 104:092001 (2010) 
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Under the reasonable hypothesis that Y(3940) & Y(3915)=X(3915) 
are the same state, this would be the first case of an “exotic” observation 
with 2 different production mechanisms. 
 
 
Why it must be exotic ? For     (2010) the signal is absent in                     ! 
Otherwise the conventional assignment would be              [but mass is 
also too high], i.e. another radial excitation of χ triplet [remember that 
Z(3930), decaying in        was identified as one of the             ]. 
 
What kind of exotic ? 
 
1)         molecule with               & with an hadronic wave function given by 

 
2) a 0-+ hybrid charmonium (which cannot decay in        ) 
     and, in this case, may be the lighter 0-+ partner (spin dependent 
     splittings for hybrids) of the Y(4260) considered as the 1-- hybrid !  

B→ (D0D0 )K
χc0 (2P)

DD

Y(3940)/X(3915) - II 

χc2 (2P)

D*D* J P = 0++
1
2

D*+D*− + D*0D*0( )
DD
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Y(4140)   

Y(4260)   

X(3915)   

Y(4140)   
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Y(4140) - I  

     [1] (2009) reported evidence (@3.8σ ) for … 
narrow peak in J/ψφ mass spectrum,  
close to the kinematical threshold,  
in decays   B±

→ J ψ  φ  K
±

Mass is well above 3770MeV open charm threshold;  
the conventional charmonium … 
should decay into      , with tiny B.R. to J/ψφ .   DD
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FIG. 1: (a) The mass distribution of J/!"K+ after minimum
Lxy(B+), minimum LLR, and the J/! and " mass window
requirements; the solid line is a fit to the data with a Gaus-
sian signal function and flat background function. (b) The
B+ sideband-subtracted mass distribution of K+K! for can-
didates with the J/!K+K!K+ mass within 3# of the B+

mass, without the " mass window requirement. The solid
curve is a P -wave relativistic Breit-Wigner fit to the data; for
clarity, the dashed line shows the zero-candidate level.

to other hadrons [19]. In addition, we require a mini-
mum Lxy(B+) for the B+ ! J/!"K+ candidate, where
Lxy(B+) is the projection onto #pT (B+) of the vector con-
necting the primary vertex to the B+ decay vertex. The
primary vertex is determined for each event using prompt
tracks.

The Lxy(B+) and LLR requirements for B+ !
J/!"K+ are then chosen to maximize S/

"
S + B , where

S is the number of B+ ! J/!"K+ signal events and
B is the number of background events in the J/!"K+

mass range of 5.0 to 5.6 GeV/c2 in the data. The val-
ues of S and B are determined from an unbinned log-
likelihood fit to the mass spectrum of J/!"K+, for a
given set of values of Lxy(B+) and LLR. A Gaussian
function is used to represent the B+ ! J/!"K+ signal,
where the mean value of the Gaussian is fixed to the B+

world-average mass value [17]. The B+ mass resolution
is fixed to the value 5.9 MeV/c2 obtained from Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation [20]. A linear function is used to
model the background in the fit. The requirements ob-
tained by maximizing S/

"
S + B are Lxy(B+) > 500 µm

and LLR > 0.2. In order to study the e!ciency of
the Lxy(B+) and LLR selections, we also reconstruct
B+ ! J/!K+ and B0

s ! J/!" as control channels. We
select approximately 50 000 B+ ! J/!K+ and 3000
B0

s ! J/!" events by applying similar requirements
as for the J/!"K+ channel but without the Lxy(B+)
and LLR requirements. The e!ciency for PID with the
LLR > 0.2 requirement is approximately 80% per kaon
and is reasonably flat as a function of kaon pT ; the ef-
ficiency for Lxy(B+) > 500 µm is approximately 60%,
based on the B+ ! J/!K+ control sample.

The invariant mass of J/!"K+ after the Lxy(B+) and

LLR requirements and J/! and " mass window require-
ments is shown in Fig. 1(a). A fit with a Gaussian sig-
nal function and a flat background function to the mass
spectrum of J/!"K+ returns a B+ signal of 75±10(stat)
events. This is the largest B+ ! J/!"K+ sample ob-
tained to date [14]. The Lxy(B+) and LLR requirements
reduce the background by a factor of approximately 20
000 while keeping a signal e!ciency of approximately
20%, measured using the control channels. We select B+

signal candidates with a mass within 3$ (17.7 MeV/c2)
of the nominal B+ mass; the purity of the B+ signal in
that mass window is approximately 80%.

The combinatorial background under the B+ peak
includes B hadron decays such as B0

s ! !(2S)" !
J/!%+%!", in which the pions are misidentified as kaons.
However, background events with misidentified kaons
cannot yield a Gaussian peak at the B+ mass consistent
with the 5.9 MeV/c2mass resolution. The kinematics are
such that for the hypothesis B+ ! J/!K+K!K+, only
events with real kaons can produce the observed Gaus-
sian signal. Thus, with the B+ mass window selection
the sample consists of real B+ ! J/!K+K!K+ decays
over a small combinatorial background.

Figure 1(b) shows the invariant mass distribution of
K+K! pairs from µ+µ!K+K!K+ candidates within
±3$ of the nominal B+ mass. The spectrum shown in
this figure has had the sidebands subtracted, but the "
mass window selection has not been applied. By fitting
the K+K! mass spectrum to a P -wave relativistic Breit-
Wigner (BW) function [21] convoluted with a Gaussian
resolution function with the rms fixed to 1.3 MeV/c2 ob-
tained from simulation, we obtain a mass of 1019.6± 0.3
MeV/c2 and a width of 3.84 ± 0.65 MeV/c2, consistent
with the world-average values for the " meson [17]. The
fit &2 probability with only the " ! K+K! contribution
is 28%. This indicates that after the ±7 MeV/c2 selection
on the " mass window, the B+ ! J/!K+K!K+ final
state is well described as J/!"K+, with negligible con-
tributions from J/!f0(980)K+ or J/!K+K!K+ phase
space.

We examine the e"ects of detector acceptance and se-
lection requirements using B+ ! J/!"K+ MC events
simulated by phase space distributions. The MC events
are smoothly distributed in the Dalitz plot and in the
J/!" mass spectrum. Figure 2(a) shows the Dalitz plot
of m2("K+) versus m2(J/!"), and Fig. 2(b) shows the
mass di"erence, #M = m(µ+µ!K+K!) # m(µ+µ!),
for events in the B+ mass window in our data sample.
We examine the enhancement in the #M spectrum just
above J/!" threshold, using 73 events with #M < 1.56
GeV/c2. We exclude the high mass part of the spectrum
to avoid combinatorial backgrounds that would be ex-
pected from misidentified B0

s ! !(2S)" ! (J/!%+%!)"
decays.

We model the enhancement by an S-wave relativistic
BW function [22] convoluted with a Gaussian resolution
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This OZI suppressed transition is rare [B.R. ~10-5 ] can proceed either as a 3-body 
decay and/or as a quasi- 2-body decay, in which J/ψ and φ come from an 
intermediate state             . 
Constrained phase-space would favour forming of 2-body intermediate structures. 
 
If this Y state exists and it decays into J/ψφ , its inv. mass must be below the            
threshold (~4.3GeV) : above this threshold, the dominant decay would be                 

Y (ccss )

[PRL 102 (2009) 242002] 

DD
*

Y →DD
*
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Y(4140) - II  

Y (4140)→ J ψφ J
PC
= 0

++
,  1

++
,  2

++
,  0

−+
,  1

−+
,  2

−+
,  3

−+
C
Y (4140)

= +1 Possible states: 

S-wave 
coupling 

P-wave 
coupling 

      (2009) searched and did not find this state in the same decay: 
limit set on production rate, but cannot exclude CDF peak: 
upper limit value lower than CDF’s central value!   
[efficiency depletion at the threshold] 

      (2010) searched for direct production  
allowed if Y(4140) is a state 0++ or 2++:  
no signal found.  
This disfavors a          molecule interpretation. 
 
However… they see a 3.2σ  effect @ 4350MeV ! 
This state was labelled X(4350).  

D
s

*
D
s

*

γγ→ J ψφ  [ PRL 104 (2010) 112004 ] 
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Y(4140) - III  

Y (4274)

3.1σ[ ]

Y (4140)

> 5σ[ ]19± 7

22±8

115±12

B
+
 cands
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       (2011) presents update  
analysis with larger dataset 
(6.0fb-1 vs 2.7fb-1 ) observing 
Y(4140) with a signif. >5σ 	  

       also presents an evidence (@ a 3.1σ  signif.)	  	  
for higher mass peak [called Y(4274) state],  
but not consistent with Belle’s signal in                
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→   J/ψ φ decays 

γγ→ J ψφ  

Fit assumes spin-0  
relativistic B.-W. 

[ arXiv:1101.6058 (2011), never published ] 
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Y(4140) - IV  

[ PRD 85 (2012) 091103 ] 

382± 22
           (2012) has searched for these two states 
reconstructing                             candidates. 382± 22  B

±
→ J ψφK ±

          observed no signals; this implies a 2.4σ  tension with CDF.  
Using CDF’s fit model for the signals and 2 options for 
bkg. parametrizations: 
 
a)   phase-space function (as CDF) gives: 
 
 
b) efficiency-corrected quadratic function gives no signal. 
 
@90%CL upper limits on ratios of branching fractions : 

N
Y (4140)

= 6.9± 4.9 

N
Y (4274) = 3.4−3.4

+6.5
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Y(4140) - V  

[PLB 734 (2014) 261] 

Δm =m(µ+µ−K +K − )−m(µ+µ− ) [GeV ]

Γ = 28−11
+15(stat)±19(syst)MeV

        (2013) observes two peaking structures in 
the Δm mass difference spectrum by 
recostructing the                   decay (extracted B+ 
signal is the largest sample collected so far).  

Naïve yields’ ratio estimate:                             consistent with CDF & LHCb UL  

B+ → J ψ  φ  K +

Peaking structure @ threshold with: 

observed with >5σ  stat. significance 
consistent with the charmonium-like state, possibly exotic, Y(4140) from  
                                                                            [evidence also from        (2013)] 

m = 4148.0± 2.4(stat)± 6.3(syst)MeV

YY (4140)
YJ ψφK

≈ 0.11± 0.03%
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Y(4140) - VI  

[PLB 734 (2014) 261] 

Δm =m(µ+µ−K +K − )−m(µ+µ− ) [GeV ]

Γ = 28−11
+15(stat)±19(syst)MeV

        (2013) observes two peaking structures in 
the Δm mass difference spectrum by 
recostructing the                   decay (extracted B+ 
signal is the largest sample collected so far).  

Naïve yields’ ratio estimate:                             consistent with CDF & LHCb UL  

B+ → J ψ  φ  K +

Peaking structure @ threshold with: 

observed with >5σ  stat. significance 
consistent with the charmonium-like state, possibly exotic, Y(4140) from    
                                                                            [evidence also from       (2013)] 

m = 4148.0± 2.4(stat)± 6.3(syst)MeV

YY (4140)
YJ ψφK

≈ 0.11± 0.03%

Since       mass distrib. shows an excess w.r.t. PHSP profile  
in the region where large resonances [K2(1770) & K2(1820)],  
may appear, reflections studies are carried out and helicity 
configurations of the decay products are considered. Hence: 
Y(4140) appears to be fully uncorrelated to        resonances! 
Additional peak (m-shifted wrt CDF) maybe affected by them. ! 

φK +

φK +
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Y(4140) - VII 

For the Y(4140) decaying into         several interpretations have been proposed: 
               molecule, that is the molecular strange partner of the Y(3940) 
               tetraquark,  
       threshold kinematic effect,  
       hybrid charmonium,  
       weak transition with        rescattering   

Understanding the nature of both structures needs further investigation & requires  
a full amplitude analysis (not easy task: 2 vectors in the final state!).  
It is suitable for LHCb [& CMS (adding RunII data to extract an enough pure B+ 
sample with enough statistics)].  

Ds
*Ds

*

csc s

DsDs

J ψϕ
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Y(4140) - VII 

Maybe worthy to note that 
the Y(4140) state is the  
most recent of a series of  
vector-vector threshold  
enhancements from OZI  
suppressed strong processes: 
 
Possibility to similar 
behaviour in pairs of  
heavy quarkonia? 

For the Y(4140) decaying into         several interpretations have been proposed: 
               molecule, that is the molecular strange partner of the Y(3940) 
               tetraquark,  
       threshold kinematic effect,  
       hybrid charmonium,  
       weak transition with        rescattering   

Understanding the nature of both structures needs further investigation & requires  
a full amplitude analysis (not easy task: 2 vectors in the final state!).  
It is suitable for LHCb [& CMS (adding RunII data to extract an enough pure B+ 
sample with enough statistics)].  

Ds
*Ds

*

csc s

DsDs

J ψϕ

Compilation by K.Yi 
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Part – 1 / 4-quarks systems :  
a2) Charged charmonium-like exotics  
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Y(4260)   

X(3915)   

Y(4140)   

Exotic charges Z states   

Z1(4050)+   

Z2(4250)+   

Z(4430)+   

Z(3900)+   
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Z(4430)+ - I  

  
(2008) observes (signif.>6σ) a narrow structure 
in                inv. mass spectrum of the 3-body decay:       ψ(2S)π ±

B
0
→ψ(2S)π −

K
+

K *(892) -veto

K
2

*
(1430) -veto

with :       ψ(2S)→ 
+

−
, J ψ  ππ   

                       J ψ→
+

−

This structure would imply the quasi-two-body decay  
with the charged Z being an intermediate state:       

Quark diagrams with weak effective transition: 

Incoherent 3-body Quasi 2-body with 
kaons excitations 

B
−,0 → Z(4430)

−
K
0,+ → ψ(2S)π − K

0,+

B
−
→ψ(2S)π −

K
0

b c

dd

u

c

s

u

W
+

ψ(2S)

K
+

π −

b c

dd

c

s

W
+

ψ(2S)

K
*0
(892),K

2

*
(1430)

[vetoed!] 
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Z(4430)+ - II  

  

    (2009) argued that dynamics in the Kπ	

system can reflect structures in ψ’π inv. mass. 

Kπ reflection well reproduces  
the ψ’π inv. mass  distribution  

(signif.~1.9σ 
@ shifted mass) 
 
[~3.1σ forcing 
      parameters]  

Performed a detailed study of Kπ mass and angular  
distributions to draw projections of the Kπ system  
onto ψ’π inv. mass (used as background for a BW  
representing an eventual Z+ signal): 

Comparing bkg-subtracted 
normalized distributions  
of the 2 experiments: the  
difference plot indicates  
that the 2 samples are  
statistically equivalent. 

PRD 79:112001 (2009) 
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Z(4430)+ - III  

  

This triggered      ‘s re-analysis(2009) performing a dalitz-plot fit 
including relativistic BW for Kπ resonances (S,P,D waves)	


PRD 80:031104 (2009) K * bands removed

Useful cross-check 
by       would be to do 
same with J/ψ mode: 
    didn’t find any signal.  

Z+ signal still  
there with: 
- signif.=6.4σ 
- width doubled  
   (within syst.err) 

This hidden-charm charged state has generated a great interest 
since it must have a minimum quark content          and thus  
it would represent an unequivocal manifestation of a 4-quark 
state meson.	


ccdu
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Z1(4050)+ & Z2(4250)+ - I  

  

    (2008) looked for other 4-quark candidates 
observing two more resonances (with same  
dalitz fit technique) in the decays:  
 
 
 
The 2 resonant structures observed in χc1π	

 system are labelled:  Z1(4050)+  &   Z2(4250)+ 

 
The 2 states’ fit is favoured (model syst. included): 
-  By >8.1σ signif. (over no states) 
-  by >5.1σ signif. (over 1 state) 

Z(4050)+ Z(4250)+ 

B
0
→ χ

c1
π +
K

−
 &   B

+
→ χ

c1
π +
K

s

0 χ
c1
→  J ψ  γ   ;   J ψ→

+

−

K * bands removed

PRD 78:072004 (2008) 
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Z1(4050)+ & Z2(4250)+ - II  

  

    (2012) didn’t find them  [by using similar method for the Z(4430)+ search] 

After bkg-subtraction & efficiency-correction  
the χc1π  inv. mass distrib. has been modelled  
using the angular information from Kπ  inv.  
mass distrib. as represented using only low-  
-order (up to L=5) Legendre-polynomial moments 
(these are related to partial wave amplitudes).  
The excellent description of χc1π  mass obtained  
in this approach shows no need for any additional 
structure in order to describe the distribution. 

omitting 
angular 

dependence 

In both cases fits give fractional  
contributions for 1 or 2 resonances 
consistent with zero;  
in any case yield significance is <2σ  
(even when K*bands removed). 

K * bands NOT removed

PRD 85:052003 (2012) 
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Z(4430)+ - IV  

There is a methodological difference between Belle/BaBar ! 

Belle’s Dalitz Plot analysis is over-simplified because they integrate over 
the      &       decay angular distribution, thus ignoring the correlations. 
If there were any structure in the        &         systems … there would be 
the need to include higher partial waves in the K-π system since they 
would be built up from these “extra” K-π amplitudes contributions. 

′ψ χ
c1

′ψ π χ
c1
π

  Amplitudes analyses are the “last frontier” to assess the existence of a state as 
intermediate resonance in 3-body decays. For the Z(4430), Belle took 5 years  
(and 3 papers) to come out with it. This is understandable since B-factories mainly 
have faced 3-body decays of charmed and beauty mesons into 3 pseudoscalars (a 
traditional Dalitz plot fit was enough) and not 3-body decays with vectors in the 
final states (like              and also              ). 
 
 

χc1,  φ,  ...J ψ,  !ψ
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Z(4430)+ - V  

  

[1] PRD 88, 074026 (2013) 

This controversy triggered      ‘s re-analysis(2013) [1] performing a  
full amplitude analysis (4D : 2 inv. masses + 2 angular variables) 
including all known Kπ resonances within the kinematic boundary.	


[0.006 <m(Kπ )<1.332]GeV c
2

Fit with Z+(JP=1+)         

Fit without Z+(JP=1+)         

    sidebands         ′ψ

However a confirmation from other experiments is needed  
to definitely establish it ! It came by LHCb (next slide). 

m
K+π −
2 ,  m

"ψ π −
2 ,  θ "ψ ,  ϕ

"ψ K*( )

[0+ forbidden] 

Z(4430)+  is now confirmed 
through the appropriate method;  
JPC=1+- is the favoured hypothesis 
(favoured over others by >3.4σ)         
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Z(4430)+ - VI  

         [1] confirmed Z(4430)-  applying exactly Belle’s method (and improving fit 
results). JP=1+- is the favoured hypothesis (favoured over others by >9.7σ) .        

However the story doesn’t end here! 
 
The 4D fit probability improves from 7% to 
26% by adding a further          resonance  
(for which JP=0- is favoured over JP=1+ by 1σ) 
that has a significance of ~6σ . 

!ψ  π ±

m ≅ 4239±18−10
+45MeV

m ≅ 4475± 7−25
+15MeVZ(4430)- 

new Z- 

Γ ≅172±13−34
+37MeV

Γ ≅ 220± 47−74
+108MeV

It has same mass and width of Z(4250) reported 
by       but a 0- state cannot decay strongly to  χc1π

−

[ PRL 112 (2014) 222002 ]  
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Z(4430)+ - VI  

         [1] confirmed Z(4430)-  applying exactly Belle’s method (and improving fit 
results). JP=1+- is the favoured hypothesis (favoured over others by >9.7σ) .        

However the story doesn’t end here! 
 
The 4D fit probability improves from 7% to 
26% by adding a further          resonance  
(for which JP=0- is favoured over JP=1+ by 1σ) 
that has a significance of ~6σ . 

!ψ  π ±

m ≅ 4239±18−10
+45MeV

m ≅ 4475± 7−25
+15MeVZ(4430)- 

new Z- 

Γ ≅172±13−34
+37MeV

Γ ≅ 220± 47−74
+108MeV

It has same mass and width of Z(4250) reported 
by       but a 0- state cannot decay strongly to  χc1π

−

[ PRL 112 (2014) 222002 ]  

The Argand diagram (real vs imaginary parts of the 1+ 
amplitude for difference mass spanning the 4430Mev 
region) is consistent with a resonant amplitude 
[red curve shows expectations for a BW resonance amplitude] 
The phase from rescattering effect [Pakhlov et al. model,  
arXiv:1408.5295] run in the opposite way (anti-clockwise) 
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Z(4430)+ - VII  

  In 2014       presented the same full 4D amplitude analysis for B0 → J ψ  K+π −

The Z(4430)-  is significant : 4.0σ evidence for this new decay mode:        

[PRD 90 (2014) 112009] 
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Z(3900)+ - I  

  
     BESIII (2013) studies the process                          @ c.m. energy of                                       
                              corresponding to the peak of the Y(4260) cross section. 

e
+
e
−
→ J ψπ +π −

s ≅ (4260±1)MeV

  
(2013) observe a charmonium-like charged structure (close to         threshold 
reconstructed as intermediate state in the decay:            

PRL 110, 252001 (2013) PRL 110, 252002 (2013) 

Y (4260)→ [Z
c
(3900)

±
]π ±

→ [J ψ  π ±
]π ±

They checked (by MC simulation) that effects of dynamics in the π+π-  inv. mass  
spectrum [associated to f0(980), σ(500)] do not project peaking structures onto the  
J/ψ π  mass spectrum. 

DD
*

Mmax (J ψπ ± ) larger one of the 2 combinations M (J ψπ + ),  M (J ψπ − )
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Z(3900)+ - II [& Z(3900)0] 

  

Zc(3900)+/- and Zc(3900)0 should form the isospin triplet with JP=1+ 

CLEO fD consistent with calculations

(4% test of lattice)

CLEO fDs (and Belle & BABAR) higher

than most theoretical expectations

CLEO fDs is ~2.3! above the most recent 

& precise LQCD calculations 

Ds leptonic decay width could be 

modified by new physics example:

Dobrescu and Kronfeld arXiv:0803.0512

Comparison to LQCD

DPF  Jul 30 2009  Charm Semileptonic      Ian Shipsey 17

PRD 79,052001(2009)

PRD 79:052002,2009

The difference between experiment HPQCD+UKQCD could be due to new 

physics, unlikely statistical fluctuations in experiment or lattice calculations or 

systematic  uncertainties which are not  understood in the lattice calculation 

or experiment. BES III  measurements are eagerly awaited.

e
+
e
−
→ J ψπ +π −

s ≈ 4170MeV 2
3
D
1
≡ψ(4160)

In the same paper CLEO-c  
presents evidence of a neutral state: 

ψ(4160)→ [Z
c
(3900)

±
]π ±

→ [J ψ  π ±
]π ±

ψ(4160)→ [Z
c
(3900)

0
]π 0

→ [J ψ  π 0
]π 0

[PLB 727(2013) 366] 

(signif.~3.5σ) 

(2013) confirms this state studying the events                             @ c.m. energy of                                       
                       corresponding to the peak of the                      charmonium resonance. 

[PLB 727(2013) 366] 
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Zc(4020)+   

  
h
c
π ±

     (2013) taking data @ 4.23GeV, 4.26GeV and 4.36GeV sees a structure in      
mass spectrum, close to         threshold, in the channel: 

No significant 
 
 
signal seen.             

Z
c
(3900)

±
→ h

c
π ±

h
c
(1P)→ J ψπ 0

e
+
e
−
→ h

c
π +π −

[PRL 111 (2013) 242001 ] 

D
*
D
*
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Z(3900)+ - III  

(2013), taking data @ 4.26GeV, observes (@ 18.0σ !) this decay mode :        

[PRL 112 (2014) 022001] e+e− →Y (4260)→ Zc (3885)
+π − → [D0D*+,D+D*0 ]π −

NO hint for                               ; 
instead it appears                               . 
Assume they are the same state! 

Zc (4020)
+ → (DD*)+
Zc (4025)

+ → (D*D*)

Assume                &                 are the same state! 
 
Spin-parity is deduced by efficiency-corrected 
production angle distribution:           is preferred! 

Zc (3885)
+ Z(3900)+

J P =1+
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 Z states’ spectroscopy !  

As Maiani et al. has foreseen with the title of one [1] of their papers …  
… we are indeed beginning to face an hidden charm Z states’ spectroscopy ! 

In 2013-2014 the number of Z states is “exploding” : 

[1] Maiani et al.,  arXiv:0708.3997 (2007)  

Not to mention the two new states suggested by amplitudes analyses 
of                        &                      : B0 → J ψ  K+π − B0 → "ψ  K+π −

[J ψ  π + ]

Belle	  2014	  

Zc (4240)[J
P = 0−,1+ ?]Zc (4200)[J P =1+ ] 
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Part – 1 / 4-quarks systems :  
b) Bottomonium-like exotics  
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Recent status of the       bottomonium 
and bottomonium-like mesons : 

Bottomonium like mesons  

ϒ(10890)

Red/purple boxes indicate 
“anomalous” states that  
we are going to discuss : 

Figure  
borrowed  
by S.L.Olsen 

bb

Zb(10650)
+Zb(10610)

+ & 

The large                             signal 
discovered by      triggered      to 
search for similar behaviour in     :  

ϒ(4260)→ J ψπ +π −

bb

γ
γ

γ

More than 30% of  
Y(nS) coming from!   
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In 2010     uncovers an anomalously large production 
rate of                               peaking @                      : 
 
This peak energy is         higher than that of the peak 
in the                          xsection @                      that is 
usually associated with the conventional           meson: 

e+e− → hadrons

If the “shifted” peak were to be attributed to         decays  
it would imply partial widths for 
hundred of times larger than theoretical predictions !  
It would also be incompatible with the production rates  
measured for the         ! 

This signal, called             , should be a               state,  
equivalent of the              in the b-quark sector !          

Bottomonium like mesons : Y(10890)  
[PRD 82 (2010) 091106(R)] 

s ≈10.89GeVϒ(nS)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]

≈ 2σ
s ≅10.87GeV

ϒ(53S1)

ϒ(5S)
ϒ(5S)→ϒ(nS)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]

ϒ(4S)

non− bbϒ(10890)
ϒ(4260)
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In 2010     uncovers an anomalously large production 
rate of                               peaking @                      : 
 
This peak energy is         higher than that of the peak 
in the                          xsection @                      that is 
usually associated with the conventional           meson: 

e+e− → hadrons

If the “shifted” peak were to be attributed to         decays  
it would imply partial widths for 
hundred of times larger than theoretical predictions !  
It would also be incompatible with the production rates  
measured for the         ! 

This signal, called             , should be a               state,  
equivalent of the              in the b-quark sector !          

Bottomonium like mesons : Y(10890)  
[PRD 82 (2010) 091106(R)] 

s ≈10.89GeVϒ(nS)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]

≈ 2σ
s ≅10.87GeV

ϒ(53S1)

ϒ(5S)
ϒ(5S)→ϒ(nS)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]

ϒ(4S)

non− bbϒ(10890)
ϒ(4260) [PRL 108 (2012) 032001] 

By purpose      integrated data near the peak of the 
and studied the inclusive missing-mass spectrum recoil- 
ing from        pairs. Residuals from piecewise fits to the 
data with smooth polynomials show, in addition to the 
expected                             peaks, the unambiguous signal 
for the conventional bottomonium states            &            , 
till then elusive (first observation !). 

ϒ(5S)

π +π −

ϒ(nS)π +π −[n =1,2,3]
hb(2P)hb(1P)
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New puzzle :                              final states are produced at rates not dissimilar from 
those for                               (spin-conserving transitions) even though the 
transitions require an heavy quark spin-flip that should imply a strong suppression. 

A subsequent study with the same data (near the 
         peak) and with fully reconstructed decays 
                                           finds peaks @ two 
mass values (                           ) of the maximum 
inv. mass                         : 

Bottomonium like mesons : Zb(10610)+ &  Zb(10650)+ - I  

ϒ(nS)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]
hb(mS)π +π −  [m =1, 2]

[PRL 108 (2012) 122001] 

e+e− → ϒ(1S)π +π −

e+e− → ϒ(3S)π +π −

e+e− → ϒ(2S)π +π −

ϒ(5S)
"ϒ(5S)"→ϒ(nS)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]

m ≈10.61,  10.65GeV
ϒ(nS)π ±[n =1,2,3]
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New puzzle :                              final states are produced at rates not dissimilar from 
those for                               (spin-conserving transitions) even though the 
transitions require an heavy quark spin-flip that should imply a strong suppression. 

A subsequent study with the same data (near the 
         peak) and with fully reconstructed decays 
                                           finds peaks @ two 
mass values (                           ) of the maximum 
inv. mass                         : 

Bottomonium like mesons : Zb(10610)+ &  Zb(10650)+ - I  

ϒ(nS)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]
hb(mS)π +π −  [m =1, 2]

[PRL 108 (2012) 122001] 

π − π −

π +

π +

π +e+e− → ϒ(1S)π +π −

e+e− → ϒ(3S)π +π −

e+e− → ϒ(2S)π +π −

ϒ(5S)
"ϒ(5S)"→ϒ(nS)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]

m ≈10.61,  10.65GeV

"ϒ(5S)"

ϒ(nS)π ±[n =1,2,3]

yield : 22% in the peaks
yield : 6% in the peaks

yield : 43% in the peaks

… these are the fractions  
of                            events  
with the 3 decays proceeding via 
2 intermediate charged states: 

ϒ(nS)π +π −[n =1,2,3]

"ϒ(5S)"→ Zb(1,2)π
− → ϒ(nS)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]
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Moreover      studies the resonant substructure of the                                           decays 
reconstructed inclusively by fitting the spectrum of the missing-mass of         pair in 
bins of              inv. mass, defined as missing mass of the opposite sign pion             . 
All the events                              are fully concentrated  
in the two peaks :  

Bottomonium like mesons : Zb(10610)+ &  Zb(10650)+ - II  

hb(mP)π +π −  [m =1, 2]
hb(mP)π

±

"ϒ(5S)"→ hb(mP)π
+π −[m =1,2]

π +π −

Mmiss (π
 )

e+e− → hb(1P)π
+π − e+e− → hb(2P)π

+π −

[PRL 108 (2012) 122001] 
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Moreover      studies the resonant substructure of the                                           decays 
reconstructed inclusively by fitting the spectrum of the missing-mass of         pair in 
bins of              inv. mass, defined as missing mass of the opposite sign pion             . 
All the events                              are fully concentrated  
in the two peaks :  

Bottomonium like mesons : Zb(10610)+ &  Zb(10650)+ - II  

hb(mP)π +π −  [m =1, 2]
hb(mP)π

±

"ϒ(5S)"

π −

π −

π +

π +

"ϒ(5S)"→ hb(mP)π
+π −[m =1,2]

π +π −

Mmiss (π
 )

e+e− → hb(1P)π
+π − e+e− → hb(2P)π

+π −

[PRL 108 (2012) 122001] 

The 2 decays fully proceed via the 
same 2 intermediate charged states : 

"ϒ(5S)"→ Zb(1,2)π
− → hb(mP)π +π −  [n =1, 2,3]

Fitted values of the peak masses in all 5 channels 
are consistent with each other;                         .              
Production rates of               and              are similar 
Analyses of charged pion angular distributions  
favour the           assignment for both states  
[later confirmed by a Dalitz Plot analysis] 

Zb(10610)
+

< Γ1(2) >≅18(12)MeV
Zb(10650)

+

J P =1+
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The close proximity of the                 thresholds  
[                        above                &                           
                          above          ] and the            
assignement for both states would suggest 
a virtual S-wave molecule-like states. 
 

Bottomonium like mesons : Zb(10610)+ &  Zb(10650)+ - III  

BB*,  B*B*

(2.6± 2.2)MeV
(2.0±1.6)MeV

mB +mB*

2mB* J P =1+

The          molecule picture is supported by a      ‘s  
study (2012) of                               where peaks in the 
inv. masses        &         at the               &                are found! 

B(*)B*

BB* B*B* Zb(10610)
+ Zb(10650)

+

"Y (5S)"→ B(*)B (*)π

Zb(10650)
+

Zb(10610)
+

Fit with non-resonant amplitude 

[arXiv:1209.6450] 

Estimated BKG component 

This pattern where                 decays dominate for the                &                   
are consistent with expectations for molecule-like structures.                 

Zb(10610)
+BB*,  B*B* Zb(10650)

+
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In 2013       studies the                               final states finding (6.5σ) 
the neutral                isospin partner of                  and a production 
rate that is consisyent with isospin-based expectations. 

Bottomonium like mesons : Zb(10610)+ &  Zb(10650)+ - IV  

[PRD 88 (2013) 052016] 

ϒ(nS)π 0π 0  [n =1, 2,3]
Zb(10610)

0 Zb(10610)
±

The actual compilation of anomalous/exotic bottomonium states looks like: 
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In search for the bottomonium partner of the X(3872) - I   

HQ symmetry suggests the Xb analog of Xc. 
There are model-dependent mass predictions;  
e.g.                     for       molecule (Swanson,2004). 
 
CMS [1] & ATLAS [2] looked for it in the decay 
                       motivated by the seemingly 
analogous decay                              . 
 
Both experiments set upper limits for the  
                       production, namely for  
 
 

m ≅10.561GeV BB*

Xb →ϒ(1S) π +π −

Xb →ϒ(1S) π +π −

Exclude masses close to        ϒ(2S),  ϒ(3S)

R =
σ pp→ Xb →ϒ(1S)π +π −( )

σ pp→ϒ(2S)→ϒ(1S)π +π −( )

According to Karliner&Rosner [PRD91 (2015) 014014], 
this analogy is misguided for this particular decay channel.  
In the bottom sector isospin should be well conserved, while in charm sector 
X(3872) maximally breaks isospin conservation: 
 
Thus for Xb, isoscalar with JPC=1++, this decay  
should be forbidden by G-parity conservation! 

€ 

  B(X → J /ψ π +π−π 0
)

B(X → J /ψ π +π−
)

=1.0 ± 0.4 ± 0.3
ρ0
ω 0

X(3872)→ J /ψ  π +π −

[2] PLB 740, 199 (2015) 

[1] PLB 727, 57 (2013) 
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The strategy for Xb observation should include search modes such as … 
                                                                             ; [not easy @ LHC: involve soft γ reco]. 
 
No significant signal - for the 1st - found by Belle in Y(5S) decays [PRD91, 014014 (2015)]. 

Xb →ϒ(1S) ω(→ π +π −π 0 ),    Xb → χb1(1P)π +π −,    Xb →ϒ(3S)γ

Moreover Karliner & Rosner suggest that the Xb may be close in mass to the          ,    
mixing with it and sharing its decay channels [ just as X(3872) may be a mixture 
of a         molecule and           ]. 
Thus the experiments (ATLAS, D0, LHCb both with non-converted & converted 
photons) that reported observing                           might have actually discovered 
the Xb or a mixture of the two states!  
It would be worthwhile to examine the               mass spectra for any departure 
from single BW behaviour. 

χb1(3P)

χc1(2P)D0D*0

χb1(3P)→ϒ(1S, 2S)γ

ϒ(1S, 2S)γ

In search for the bottomonium partner of the X(3872) - II   
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Few comments on molecules VS compact 4quarks - I 

A partial picture of many XYZ states establishes: 
1) a concentration of charmonium-like states crowding the                    
    threshold regions 
2) bottomonium isospin triplets near the                thresholds 
These circumstances suggest molecule-like structures. 

DD*,D*D*

BB*,  B*B*

For istance for the charmonium states there can be introduced two isotriplets, 
while for isotopic triplet in the bottomonium sector the X(3872) counterpart 
                                                                                                         is still missing. 
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Few comments on molecules VS compact 4quarks - II 

Another strong argument against the molecular model is the following 
(see also talk by Piccinini this morning): 

However there are states , for istance Z(4430)+, Z1 and Z2 which are far from 
thresholds ! 
Other weak point of the molecular interpretation have been already mentioned 
[for istance the radiative decays of X(3872)]. 

The size of the X(3872) as a        molecule is determined by its scattering 
length which in turn depends upon the binding energy; the size turns out 
to be ~                 . 
In other words X(3872) would be a large & fragile molecule with a miniscule 
binding energy. 
Therefore the question is : why would its production characteristics in high 
energy pp collisions match those of the nearly pointlike and tightly bound      ? 

DD*

10÷15 fm

!ψ
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In the new diquark/anti-diquark paradigm [Maiani et al., PRD89 (2014) 114010] in 
which dominant interaction are between (anti)quarks in the same (anti)diquark : 

Neutral isospin multiplet  
with IG =1+& J P =1+

Zc(3900)0 is the neutral  
isospin partner of X(3872); 
Zc(3900)+ is its charged partner; 
Z(4430)+ is its first radial excitation. 

Zc (4020)0 → hc (1P) π 0

Zc (3900)0 → J ψ  π 0

CLEO fD consistent with calculations

(4% test of lattice)

CLEO fDs (and Belle & BABAR) higher

than most theoretical expectations

CLEO fDs is ~2.3! above the most recent 

& precise LQCD calculations 

Ds leptonic decay width could be 

modified by new physics example:

Dobrescu and Kronfeld arXiv:0803.0512

Comparison to LQCD

DPF  Jul 30 2009  Charm Semileptonic      Ian Shipsey 17

PRD 79,052001(2009)

PRD 79:052002,2009

The difference between experiment HPQCD+UKQCD could be due to new 

physics, unlikely statistical fluctuations in experiment or lattice calculations or 

systematic  uncertainties which are not  understood in the lattice calculation 

or experiment. BES III  measurements are eagerly awaited.

X(3872)

On the countrary one attractive feature of the compact 4quark model is that it 
can explain in a natural way the large partial widths for transitions such as: 

Y (4260)→ J ψπ +π − Y (3940)→ J ψω Z(4430)+ → "ψ π +

Few comments on molecules VS compact 4quarks - III 
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Inclusive searches for prompt production @ LHC ? 

Considering the prompt hadroproduction of the charged hidden charm/beauty states (with a 
minimal 4-quark content, e.g.                  for posit. charged)  
and assuming them to be S-wave hadronic molecules (as pairs of heavy mesons), … 
… Guo et al. [1] provide the following integrated normalized production cross sections: 

Zc
±(3900),  Zc

±(4020),  Zb
±(10610),  Zb

±(10650)cucd / bubd

[1] Guo, Meissner, Wang,  
Commun.Theor.Phys, 61 (2014) 

 CMS = 5 x LHCb 

 Signal event yield: 
~220x20x106  

~4.4x109  

but then …
kinematical cuts & 
high backgrounds ! 

Inclusive analyses of ~broad states in high background environment are difficult !  

Reminder: X(3872) production - in             collisions - predominantly (~80%) prompt pp(pp)
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4-quarks bound systems : extentions?   

Z(4430)+ ccud

Y(3872) 

Z(3900)+ 

ccssY(4140) 

Zb(10610)+ 

Zb(10650)+ bbud

ccuu

So far we have discussed how … many of these states have a minimal quark content 
of 4 quark, and regardless  the way they are organized and interacting [compact  
system or molecular system? if compact: diquark-antidiquark or quark-antiquark 
pairs?] they can be considered 4-valence quarks bound systems. For istance:   

bbbbcccc

Note that these systems contain 2 heavy quarks + 2 light quarks. 
However nothing prevents from thinking about 4-quark systems 
composed by all 4 heavy quarks : 
 
 
Reference:   Berezhnoy et al.,  PRD 84 (2011) 094023 
                                                   PRD 86 (2012) 034004 

ccbb
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Double-bottom baryons (bbq) & double bottom tetraquarks ? 

Arguments	  in	  favour	  of	  their	  existence	  provided	  by	  Karliner	  et	  al.	  [arXiv:1401.4058;	  PRD	  90	  (2014)	  094007]	  :	  
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Conclusion First Part (4-quark systems)   

The XYZ mesons are unexpected mesons discovered since 2003 
that contain a heavy quark-antidiquark pair and are above the 
open-heavy-flavour threshold (open-charm/open-beauty).  
More than a decade has elapsed since the discovery of X(3872) 
and no compelling explanation for the pattern of the XYZ mesons 
has emerged. 

Models for the XYZ mesons can  
be classified according to their  
constituents and how they are  
clustered within the meson.  
None of these models has  
rroven to be very predictive for  
the pattern of XYZ mesons.  
 
 
 
It’s desirable to have a theoretical framework based on QCD that 
describes all or - realistically - the majority of the XYZ mesons. 

CUSP 


